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Managing Rivers:

Why We Care
How river science can help 

you save lives and money.

In 2011, Tropical Storm Irene destroyed 

buildings, land, and lives, costing Massachusetts 

$195 million in damages. This was not an 

isolated event. New England has experienced 

destructive, deadly, and expensive floods 

throughout its history. The total cost is in the 

billions of dollars and thousands of lives lost.

FGM Significance

supporting ecologically restorative 
flood prevention and

remediation in 
New England
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The more money invested in a road or building, the more 

important it becomes to continue that protection. Costs spiral, 

budgets are drained by a few essential projects, and other affected 

parties are left without options.
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This cycle may be broken by incorporating an understanding of  the relationship 
between river processes and human investments into decision-making, funding 

mechanisms, and regulations.

Traditional flood management focuses on protecting 

specific assets, creating a cycle of rising costs:

• Property and infrastructure are at risk

• Channels are bermed, straightened, or armored

• This work alters river patterns, increasing instability

• Storm flows undermine protection measures

• Property and infrastructure are again at risk

Cycle of  Rising Costs


